
Before I went to Zurich, SBS invited me to attend an event called Go Global Day, 

on which many students who have previously been on exchange shared their 

experience and many important information about exchange life abroad. 

Moreover, I studied German by myself since I received the confirmation of 

acceptance of my application for exchange. Although it is not enough for me to 

communicate with others in German, it made me not so tense and fearful at the 

beginning of my arriving to Zurich. 

 

The accommodation fee in Zurich is , without doubt, very expensive . And also, 

the housing supply is tight. All of these make that not all of the students can be 

offered a room. Because of the late application, during my stay in Zurich, I rent a 

private apartment. The disadvantage is that I may lost many opportunities to 

communicate with many other exchange students from all over the world. 

However, I may have the chance to experience the local life in Zurich. In order to 

overcome the disadvantage of living in private apartment, I often accept my 

friends' party invitations and have fun with them. 

 

The study in the University of Zurich is a perfect experience and memory for me. 

As I only have four courses per semester in SBS, I am struggling to cope with the 

pace in UZH at the beginning. However, it is delightful for me soon as I realized 

that I can learn so much new knowledge everyday. In SBS, I learned a lot of 

theories about accounting. While in UZH，I learned to intergrade those theories 

with some specific practice, such as doing business plan. One thing I praise highly 

in UZH is that it gives students more freedom to choose whatever courses they 

want and moreover, they can feel free to listen the courses for one month before 

they register what courses they really interested in. 

 

Switzerland is an attractive country with many beautiful natural landscapes. And 

it is very convenient and free for everyone living here to travel around Switzerland 

if you have a GA travel card. In order to travel around Switzerland in my leisure 

time, I bought GA student card this semester. I traveled Luzern, Genève, Lausanne 

and many other cities during weekend, I also often went hiking with my friends 

through many nameless mountains. Travel increase my knowledge and help me 



to stay healthy. Besides, I also joined some social events during this semester, such 

as Polyball. All of these activities made me know more friends from all over the 

world and gave me a glimpse of different culture and life of those countries. 

 

This half-year's exchange experience enriches my life from both professional skill 

learning area and living area. Before I went to Zurich, I have three goals for this 

semester: learn more professional knowledge, improve my language skills and 

experience more foreign life. And it is also the meaning of exchange. Now my 

exchange semester at UZH is drawing to an end, I think that I achieve all of my 

three goals and become a better myself.  

 

 



 

 



 

 


